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INTRODUCTION
"The Walrus and the Carpenter" was initially a short film I undertook for
the purpose of experimenting with three dimensional animation. When I first
became interested in film in the early 70's, I was aware of the technique of
clay animation. Because what I had seen at the time left little impression and
also because my direction was not toward animation anyway, it aroused no great
interest. However, Will Vinton and Bob Gardner's film "Closed Mondays" went a
long way in changing my perception of the technique's possibilities. The story and
structure of their film is simplistic, but the movement, design and metamorphasis
of subject is dazzling. The film proves that pixilation (three dimensional single
framing) can transcend the kinetic funny type entertainment that it is so often
used for and create its own magical environment and reality.
In the early spring of 1978, I helped an art student, Tom Gasek, set up a short
clay animated scene he had to shoot for a class assignment. The piece of film
worked well and it was then that I approached him about working on a project together,
Our work began in May of 1978 and the process and development of completing the film
is explained in the text of this report. It was at first an interim project which
I felt would enable me to continue my film work while I pursued funding for my
thesis project. However, by the fall of 1978, "The Walrus and the Carpenter" had
matured into a full scale production, while funding for my thesis ( a documentary
concerning work with lifers inside Attica State Prison) had not, and seemed like
it would not, materialize.
I subsequently drew up the following Thesis Proposal:
Purpose of the Thesis: 1) To develop a technique of animating
three dimensional clay figures.
2) To explore, through the use of a
particular narrative poem, an expressive
visual style.
3) To establish, through further development
of style and refinement of technique, a
point of departure for my future work in
the animated film.
2.
Scope of the Thesis: To complete an animated film of Lewis Carroll's
The Walrus and The Carpenter. The character of the poem should be useful
in achieving goals 1 6 2 listed in my purpose. Beyond the narrative
framework, the story, also lies the magic of Lewis Carroll's writing.
Somewhere within the ebb and flow of Carroll's imagination is reflected
the sort of expansive unknown I hope to explore as a filmmaker.
Will Vinton and Bob Gardner in "Closed Mondays" and "Mountain Music"
have gone further in developing materials and methods for realistic
clay animation than anyone else. Bob Gardner has published detailed reports
of his methods. Their writings are the source of much of my technical
background. Co Hoedeman of the National Film Board of Canada in"Sandcastle"
uses his camera and the choreography of his figures to sustain the magic
of his fantasy. This visual style comes much closer to my own intentions
than Gardner's passion for technical accuracy. However, my purpose extends
into an area in which neither of these artists have substantially explored:
the use of color. Vinton and Gardner's films are rich in their design, but
color is used only in a decorative sense. Co Hoedeman's work purposely
avoids it. My interest extends into the thematic and expressive use of
color. It is this concern that leads me into Carroll's work.
The third area of this thesis' purpose is intended to extend this experience
into future film work. This may include the refinement of figure design,
the development of different animating techniques and/or the analysis of
alternative visual styles based on the experience of the first approach.
The thesis report will be necessarily integrated into this process. Once
the film is completed, much of the report will be written. This will then
serve as a foundation for the final analysis and development. A concluding
report and abstract will then be formed from the comprehensive experience.
Procedures:
1) Thesis Project: Cell animation, watercolor on paper and rotoscoping
will be used as well as clay in an attempt to see if two dimensional
animation can^hrough its contrast with clay an imat ion, complement and
add variety to the effect. The film will be completed in partnership
with an artist. Tom Gasek. Tom will execute the drawings, help design
the set and control the movement of the characters. He will also help
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with sound effects and music.
Pre-production work will include research in the technical aspects
of clay animation as well as thoughts and writings concerning the poem.
A detailed storyboard on cards will be drawn up and serve as a shooting
script. The narration will be recorded, transferred to magnetic stock,
edited and logged in frame by frame. This frame count will then determine
the shooting length of each shot.
The set will be constructed and a camera tracking unit will be designed
and built. Rolls of exposure, movement, tracking and special effects
tests will be shot. Once the tests are reviewed, production will begin.
After the bulk of shooting is finished, the flat art will be drawn and
shot on the animation crane. Titles will be drawn, shot on Kodalith and
mattes will be made. The titles will be colored and supered on the opening
scene with three passes through the camera.
For one scene actors will be shot and rotoscoped. The cell drawings of
the rotoscope will be shot and supered in the lab.
Once all the camera footage is complete, a rough edit will be assembled
to the narration track. From that a fine edit will be done. Once the
final edit is complete, sound effects and music will be added.
From the workprint the film original will be conformed and from the sound
tracks a final mix will be made. These materials will be sent to the
lab for a first composite answer print.
A report on the experience will be drafted and serve as a source for
further development. This development might include the use of new
materials, shooting experimental footage, and further reflection on
style and design.
The final answer print of the film and the evidence (new materials,
footage and writings) of this final procedure will then be presented
for review to the MFA community.
2) Thesis report: The final thesis report will be prepared once the
thesis is accepted. It will include: a written report of the thesis
experience drawn from the records of production and redevelopment, xerox
copies of the storyboard cards, either a videotape copy or release print
of the finished product and an abstract.
As is explained in the text of this report, the thesis followed the guidelines
of the proposal until the last part concerning the reshooting of new footage.
My thesis board thought it more advisable that I continue with the film as is
and try to market it as the last phase of this project. I agreed with them and
my experience is contained in Part II.
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PART 1
This project was born out of a genuine interest Tom and I had in working
with each other. Once a commitment to that partnership had been made, we
began to search for an idea.
In late March we met at my house to exchange thoughts. We each came prepared
with several ideas as to what we thought might be interesting. The only
understanding we began with was that it would be a clay animated piece and
that it would not last more than 8-10 minutes, preferably less.
It's hard at this point to remember what the other ideas were, because it
seems like Tom came up with "The Walrus and The
Carpenter" almost immediately
We read it over a number of times and the more we talked about it, the more
it stimulated areas of interest. For me it was attractive in three ways:
1) The visual environment described in the poem presented
a challenge to explore visual styHzation.
2) The main characters seemed perfect for clay animation.
3) The nature of the poem was not the sort of thing usually
choosen for film translation. It's a story with charm
and a little mystery; a perfect example of Carroll's
work: a totally unpredictable imagination, that always
makes perfect sense.
It was this third aspect of the project that made it most challenging. The
visual style was all important, but I had confidence we could control that.
What I was most unsure about was whether or not we could capture the fanciful
humor and charm of the literature. Up until the end I was most concerned that
for whatever reasons that would eventually become painfully apparent, the
translation from print to screen would destroy the original magic of Carroll's
work. It seemed quite possible that the film would not only not succeed in
this, but as a result look and sound totally flat. This insecurity is common
to all film experiments, but I was especially sensitive because I have, in
the last two years, developed strong reservations about making films from other
mediums, especially literature. This was my one reservation about the idea; as
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a film it is at the root an illustration of words. The poem had to control
the film and in this sense we were totally boxed in. Later on when we made
an attempt at breaking away from these controls>we failed.
There was, however, a positive factor to this limitation. This project was
not meant to be an avant garde, tour de force in experimental film. It was
primarily a chance for me to learn and become more familiar with clay
animation. For that reason the structural restraints implicit in illustrating
the poem were in a sense an asset to this particular project. All these
factors made it apparent that we had our subject.
That same evening Tom and I drew up a very brief storyboard, ten to fifteen
frames at the most, just to get a sense of what we might do with it. We were
both confident and excited about our ideas.
The next few times we talked we were indecisive about what type of voice we
wanted for the narrator. Both my parents are actors and I thought either of
them would be good. A woman's voice would be best for a child's film, a man's
for the character of the poem. I had my mother send a cassette of each of
them giving a reading. We still weren't sure and for a while thought my mother's
voice would be best, but as we gained more of a sense of what the film was
going to look like, we knew we needed a male voice.
In early April Tom and I drew up storyboard cards. It went supri singly fast.
One of the reasons we worked so well together was we had respect and trust
in eachotheHs abilities. As the di rector, storyboard ing the film was mostly
my responsibility and Tom trusted my instincts as to how the film should
move, visually. It took just two three hour sessions for us to storyboard
the entire film. As is evident in the examples in the appendix of this
report, the film stayed very close to the initial storyboard. Some tracking
shots were changed and a few inserts added, but the majority of shots in the
film were all decided during those two sessions.
In the middle of April ,1 went to New York and recorded my father reading the
the poem. I recorded eight readings. While in New York I also purchased
$15 worth of white plastacine clay, which we planned to use for the seven
maids sweeping the beach.
When I returned jTomand I spent two long evenings listening to the readings,
trying to decide which we liked best. No complete reading satisfied us, instead
many contained only some verses we thought worked and some had just one or
two lines that we felt we had to use. It took us a long time to finally decide
on each verse and 1 ine we would use together.
I transferred the readings we liked to 16mm magnetic stock and edited the
verses and lines from different readings together into one complete poem.
It worked better than I hoped. We had our narration track.
Measuring the track in a syncronizer, I recorded on each storyboard card how
many frames were needed. I then added anywhere from twenty to thirty-six
frames on both the head and the tail of each scene. This was an important
element to how I thought we should shoot the film. Most animation is edited
in the camera. It is so well planned that the animator knows exactly at what
frame the scene will cut, so they shoot it that way. Because this was three
dimensional and because some of the stuff would be shot out of sequence anyway,
I wanted to make sure I had some leeway when I edited the picture together.
It proved to be a good deal more work in shooting (anywhere from twenty to
seventy-two more frames per scene), but was well worth the effort. In the
editing room it allowed me to lead the narration with picture or hold on a
shot, while another scene began. It gave us the freedom to pace the picture
with more variety.
The clay figures were completed in a week and a half in early May. They were
not molded after any photographs, but came directly from Tom's imagination.
Four different colors of oil base clay were added onto the wire structure
and Tom sewed the clothing around them. The oysters were fashioned, using
pieces of painted wood for the eyes. The figures were continually remodeled
and improved during the shoot.
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On the second weekend in May, we invaded the basement of my in-laws' home
in Irondequoit. We had considered working in the studio at school, but
thought it would be better for us if we were in a more comfortable and
removed environment.
We placed two ping pong tables next to each other and covered one with a
blue sheet and the other with a white one. Our biggest problem was how to
recreate the ocean. We had considered Mylar, clay, even matting live shots.
But in the end, we found blue sand to be the easiest and most effective. We
could not afford to buy "fish tank" sand in the quantities we needed, so we
decided to use fine grain blasting sand and spray paint it blue. The table
with the blue sheet and blue sand became our ocean, other other table our
beach.
While Tom was outside painting large sheets of paper for our backdrops, I
set up the lights and camera equipment. As I explained in my proposal, the
challenge for me was to create the environment of Carroll's poem with rich,
dark, saturated color. Designing and positioning the lighting was a process
Tom and I learned to be patient with. I used more light than would normally
be used for such a small set because we lit it for many small areas.
We used anywhere from four to six thousand watt quartz D spots, two Tote-a-1 ights,
two scoops, and several PAR 500 watt lamps. We ran cables upstairs and outside,
using almost every separate circuit in the house. Every light was covered
with either orange or blue gels, sometimes three or four layers thick. We
also used a good deal of diffusion. The majority of the film was shot with
strong, warm backlight (sun) and blue front and side fill (evening sky).
After adjusting the painted backdrops, we spent that Saturday evening building
a tracking system for the camera. On top of two flat cars from my brother-in-
law's childhood Lionel train set, we secured a piece of particle board. To
the board we bolted a camera support (hi -hat). On another long piece of board
we nailed two parallel strips of track. In between the track we placed a yard
stick. On the train platform we mounted a pointer. Although with the camera and
fluid head mounted on top of the platform was heavy, it worked. We placed the
long board on top of a low coffee table which brought the camera lens about
three inches above the plane of the beach. I continue to be amazed at
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how those two plastic toys not only held the weight but also comfortably
rol led along.
The next day we shot one hundred feet of test footage, experimenting with
exposure, ocean effects, camera tracking and character movement. The opening
sequence of the film is dissolves between changes in the drawings of the
sun and the moon. Tom made seven different drawings from the same paint and
paper he had used for the backdrops. We hoped we could shoot them there under
the same lighting and use the footage for the film.
From the test footage we found that our exposure and lighting was good. The
dark grey oysters, however, did not stand out enough from the blue-white
sand of the ocean. We painted the oysters with brown oil base paint. The
movement of the characters wasn't bad, but they looked a little too exaggerated,
so we decided to tone down the amount of movement we did for each exposure.
Although single framing each move is the best way to do it,we knew that double
framing was effective and certainly worth the compromise considering it would
cut our work in half. The tracking system seemed to work okay, just a slight
shake once or twice. I thought that would be solved by being more careful.
The rising sun (seven drawings) was a disappointment. We couldn't effectively
register the different drawings. We decided we would have to do it on the
animation crane at school. Tom would have to do seven new , smaller paintings.
The last two weeks in May and the first week in June comprised the bulk
of our shooting. We often worked fourteen to eighteen hour days for five days
out of each week. Most of the weeks we slept and ate at my in-law"s home.
The ocean effect continued to be our greatest problem. When we laid the 300
pounds of sand for the ocean, we ridged the front part as waves and then
sprayed the entire ocean blue. The paint would crust the sand such that when
we broke the crust it would expose white sand underneath which would serve
as white caps. This worked well, however, because we had to continually move
the ridges and white caps, we had to spray every two frames what had just been
exposed. We went through ten cans of spray paint and often had to take breaks
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on the half hour because the spray became so asphyxiating. It slowed
down our work and made it uncomfortable to shoot any of the scenes
involving the ocean. It was also, of course, hard to control the spray
and the oysters ended up more blue than brown.
After the second week of shooting, our production became threatened
with some disappointing realizations. The technical aspect of this film,
which I thought we could control so well, seemed like it was falling
apart. When we got the first roll of film back, we found the tracking
system was shaky. One tracking shot was rough but usable; the other two
were totally unacceptable. At this point, however, we were near the end
and decided not to go back and reshoot but to continue with the remaining
scenes. We placed the board on top of cinder blocks instead of the coffee
table, hoping that would solve the problem. The camera motor was becoming
fatigued. After a few hours of work, the shutter rotation would suddenly
begin to slow. Our exposure was calculated at half a second. Suddenly we
were getting exposures of one and a half to two seconds.
As I suspected, the scenes we shot that way were full of flash frames
and unusable. However, the cinder blocks had at least solved the tracking
problem. The last two tracking shots were rock steady.
In many ways, it was good that these discoveries did not come until the
middle of the last week. If they had become apparent in the beginning of
the second week, we may never have pushed through to the end. Tom had to
leave for the summer, and we decided that it was better to finish
everything we had planned rather than stop and try to work out the problem
scenes. The night before Tom left we listed the scenes which we would like
to redo as well as the ones which had to be redone. While Tom was away
I planned to edit together what we had so we could recognize better what
else needed reshoot ing.
Assembling the picture was a turning point for me. It couldn't have come
at a better time. It soon became evident that the film was coming together
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and there were many moments where the picture and the narration played
well off each other. It made the characters come alive. The summer
break was also well-timed because I could get away from the picture
for a while, yet I still had time to edit carefully and experiment.
Out of this I found leading the narration by anywhere from four to sixteen
frames of picture let the picture tell the story, making the narration
serve as a strong supplement. It also allowed time to solve some of our
problems which in turn cut down on the number of scenes we had to reshoot.
When Tom returned, he was encouraged by the developments. It gave us new
energy to finish the project. We needed it, for there was still a great
deal to be done.
We decided in May not to use the white clay for the maids, but instead we
would follow a suggestion from one of my thesis board! members, Jack Slutsky.
We were considering rotoscoping some live footage, but because the maids
are a mirage, we wanted it to look transparent. This is difficult to do in
white because it burns in. Jack suggested we rotoscope and fill in the
maids with white grease pencil, which by its nature would create different
densities. He thought it would give us the effect we were looking for.
Tom and I arranged to shoot a women's gym class. We gave seven of the dancers
brooms and lined them up on a horizon. Using a matte box, I had already
measured the horizon from a frame of the beach that the rotoscope was to be
supered over. We let them sweep randomly and in unison. We also shot some
closeups.l took the developed Footage and edited together the best eight sec
onds for rotoscoping.
With the generous cooperation of NTID's Media Services, Tom spent two full
days tracing each of the 180 frames of the sequence. He modified each drawing
by adding skirts to each of the seven maids. I spent the time assisting him
and also used the flatbed to review and change the workprint of the film.
For the first couple of weeks of October, I filled in the rotoscopes of the
maids while Tom executed the drawings for the dream sequence.
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The dream sequence was our attempt (which I referred to earlier) at
breaking away from the tempo structure of the poem. The poem is eighteen
verses long; each verse is six lines. I was concerned at the storyboard
stage that the tempo and structure of the film under such constraint would
be monotonous. After nine verses, there is a time break where the walrus
and the carpenter walk down the beach. We decided to use that scene as a
significant pause in the narration and let the picture, in a long shot,
do the work. At verse fourteen there is another break between the walrus
telling the oysters of their doom and the verse which finds them near the
end of their meal. The walrus' final line "do you admire the view" seemed
like a good cue to foreshadow a fantasy sequence implying it originates
from the walrus' madness. To support this we decided to build the sequence
out of his speech "... cabbages and kings and why the sea is boiling hot
and whether pigs have wings..."
Tom spent three weeks drawing and painting more than 300 cells for the twenty
second sequence. By the end of October, the amount of work we had put into
these two short segments was almost equal to the work we had invested in the
rest of the film. We shot the maids against black (so they could be supered
over the beach), the entire dream sequence, and the new opening which had
been out of registration in May. When the film came back from the lab,
I inserted the scenes in the workprint. The dream sequence didn't work.
The look of the flat art was totally alien to the three dimensional scenes
on either side of it. It was confused and misplaced. It was a month's
worth of work that would never be used.
Tom and I sat down and designed the titles and credits. We wanted them to
be orange since that was the color motif of the film. The sky in the opening
scene was too busy with stars to allow such a super imposition. We would
either have to burn in white titles or reshoot the beginning once again,
this time with title mattes. We elected to reshoot. Tom did the titles in
black on white. I Kodalithed them twice. Certain titles fade in and out which
meant dissolving mattes. It took three passes to film the sequence.
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The first pass exposed the background and mattes. The second pass burned
in one sequence of titles, the third pass the other. I then shot the
closing credits which we carefully framed to be supered over the oyster's
shell in the closing shot..
That same week we also set up a small section of our original set in the
film studio to reshoot three scenes. One was a closeup for cutaways to use
during the shaky tracking shots. The second was a new tracking shot of the
oyster's feet, and the last was the entire sequence of the walrus Isifting
through the oysters which had been ruined by flash frames during the first
shoot.
By the middle of November, the filming of the picture was complete. I
inserted the new footage and with the help and advice of my board chairperson,
Erik Timmerman, we arrived at a final edit. We then turned our attention
to the sound track.
First Tom and I searched for surf noises which we eventually purchased at
a record store in downtown Rochester. The effects records which were
available at RIT were too subdued and badly scratched. We also recorded
a crickets track and a harbor sounds track. Each track was transferred to
magnetic stock and separated in sync with the picture. We went through the
picture and recorded an effects track. Tom sat in the narration studio with
buckets of water, wood, sand, shells, and other props which we used for
postdubbing the walrus and carpenter walking, the oysters in the oyster bed,
and various other sound effects. Tom also recorded a musical opening with
a small plastic mouth harp. We used it in the ending as well. We took the
two effects tracks, the crickets, harbor sounds, surf noises, music and
dialogue tracks and spent two days arriving at a final mix for the picture.
The four days before Christmas of 1978 I conformed the original and sent it
along with the final mix to the lab. On January 15, 1979 we received our
first answer print. It was awful.
The last month we had rushed to finish the picture in time for the January 31st
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deadl ine of the American Film Festival. Just two weeks before the
deadline, we had a print which was at least two stops overexposed.
The timer at the lab hadn't a clue as to what the picture should look
like. I called the lab and asked for a second answer print. Two days after
that we also sent a new final mix which we did because the track wasn't
right either. By January 26 we had a second answer print which still had
problems, but this one was at least acceptable. We forwarded it to the
American Film Festival.
The second answer print's most obvious problem laid in the final credits.
The kodachrome was not dense enough to completely block the printer's
light in the super. The background scene was washed. The letters in the
credits were also a little too small.
In February I reshot the closing credits on Ektachrome, framing them a little
tighter. The second answer print was also too light in some scenes. I
instructed them to darken those scenes and together with the new closing
credits make a corrected print. This time they darkened the whole picture.
The closing credits were now acceptable but the film was too dark. We had
spent close to $A00 in answer prints, more than all our other costs combined,
and we still did not have a correct print.
Using the second answer print and the release print made from it, we entered
the Student Academy Awards, the Baltimore Film Festival, and the New York
SMPTE Film/Video Contest. Before sending the prints off, I showed the film
to all three members of my thesis board. Erik expressed interest in seeing
me change the final step of my thesis. Originally I was to finish the film
and then shoot additional footage modifying the techniques I had learned.
I agreed with Erik, however, that my energy would be better spent in trying
to distribute and publ icize"The Walrus and the Carpenter." This was the
area of filmmaking with which I was least fami 1 iarthough it represented
a valuable learning experience.
In early May the film won the SMPTE contest and the New York State Regional
Academy Award in Animation.
On May 11 and May 17 I showed the film in a thesis sharing to the MFA and
Photo school community. Pictures from the second showing are included in
the Appendix of this report.
The thesis sharing marked the end of my active project. Since the film was
first assembled in December, the compliments and encouragements we have
received have been gratifying. I am , however, much more interested here
in discussing the shortcomings of the film rather than the successes. Mostly
because I want to learn not to repeat mistakes, but also because I am
confident of the film's strength and am interested in what could make it
stronger.
The weakest areas have been evident to me since our rough edit last summer,
and those people who have expressed criticism have been bothered by the same
things. The first two verses, by way of contrast with the rest of the film,
are lifeless. We had wanted to see if mixing flat art with three dimensional
scenes could work effectively. I think it can and we could have been far more
successful if we had done continuous cell animation with the sun and the
moon. The rising sun should have been animated. We dissolved seven pictures,
and while I don't think it's boring to look at, we could have been more
inventive. The weakest sequence is the exchange between the sun and the moon.
Tom and I were so absorbed in planning and working out the three dimensional
segments that we step animated the sun and the moon. That created serious
dead spots and had a sort of cutsy effect, something that is not in keeping
with the rest of the film. The one advantage to this opening, of course, is
that over the dissolve to the tracking shot down the three dimensional beach
the audience sits up and says where did that come from. We are setting the
audience up with an underplayed beginning that quickly moves into a kinetic
real 1 ife i 1 1 us ion.
Other areas which could use improvement include bumpy tracking shots down
the beach (solved easily if done again with the cinder block base), too much
orange wash in some shots (perhaps solved with a very small focusable shot to
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make the characters stand out), and three dimensional backdrops (instead
of painting one sheet in perspective, actually having several different
cardboard cutouts or using a transparent scrim with a second sky behind
it).
The ending continues to be somewhat unsolved. Tom and I weren't sure
whether we wanted to use the oyster winking after the credits, but we
included it because we knew we could also take it out later. Most
*
people have liked it, but some think it is unnecessary. Up to the writing
of this report, we have continued to leave it in the picture. After seeing
the film, a mother in the audience asked her nine year old daughter whether
or not she was confused by the oyster coming back to life. She replied, "He
didn't come back to life, Mom, the story was over. The people who made the
movie just did that so we would feel better."
On May 17 Tom and I were notified by telegram that the film had won a Merit
Award in the National Student Academy Awards. At the end of May, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences flew Tom, myself and my wife, Elaine,
out to California for four days of festivities which ended with the awards
ceremony. .When we returned, Tom and I turned our energy towards finding a
distributor for the film.
17
PART I I
Tom spent the months of May and June travelling around the
country to find employment. While in New York City, he also
spent time visiting non- t heat r i ca 1 film and film shorts for
television distributors. Before Tom left, we did some
research into distribution and came up with a list of names we
felt would be most interested in the film. The plan was
for Tom to show them our film and measure their interest. I
was to follow in early July and gather my own impressions.
The reasearch we did was fascinating. This is the bread and
butter of the independent filmmaker, and the experience of
meeting and negotiating with these people was invaluable
in understanding how an artist makes a living in this business.
Erik was again helpful in advising us as to what we should
look for. A filmmaker has two choices; either hand the film
over to a non-theatrical film distributor or distribute the
film yourself. 1 6mm Distribution, a book compiled by Judith
Taylor and Nadine Covert and published by EFLA (Educational
Film Library Association) presents a convincing argument
on the limitations one puts on his or her film by self-
distribution. Non-theatrical film distribution is a relatively
small industry. Everybody knows each other and their way
of doing business is well-established from the substantial
growth that occurred during the 50's and 60's when schools
and libraries began building film collections. A film dis
tributor not only knows how to market a film, more import
antly he knows most of the people who make up that market.
A good distributor reaches a greater percentage of the
market with more success. One factor that persuades independent
filmmakers to try se 1 f -d i s t r i bu t i on is the percentage of
gross receipts that the distributor takes. In the
non-
theatrical business a distributor will keep 75 to 85% of
the gross sales and rentals of your film. However, this
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is not as unreasonable as it sounds. The cost of making
preview prints (prints which are just used to sell your
film but are never sold) combined with the marketing
and lab costs usually adds up to 65% of the sales anyway.
10 - 20% is not much to pay for the expertise, contacts,
and work that a distributor will invest in selling your
f i lm.
It was easy for Tom and I to decide that we wanted a
distributor. Which distributor and what to ask for was
the difficult part. We knew that we wanted as large a
percentage as we could get, hopefully 25%, but more
importantly we wanted a company where the film fit in their
catalogue and a company that would work our film. We
also were interested in whether or not they would advance
us money for our next film and whether or not we should
try and sell television rights separately.
Tom's New York experience was encouraging. He was most impressed
by Bernice Coe of Coe Films, who is a distributor for television.
Phoenix Films had been the most responsive although Tom felt
that at first they had been somewhat patronizing. The only
distributor of major interest that Tom didn't get to see was
Films Incorporated.
In July Elaine and I followed. We both liked Bernice Coe and
knowing of Tom's approval promised her the television rights.
Phoenix was upset that we had sold the TV rights, eventually
deciding that they weren't interested anymore. Coronet (Perspective)
was very interested, but their catalogue was one dimensional,
they were part of a conglomerate (Esquire Magazine) and they
only offered 15%. Films Incorporated was far more attractive.
Films Inc. is the largest non- thea t r i ca 1 film distributor. Their
catalogue is probably on every librarian's desk, they are fairly
forward thinking and they offered 25%. Although it had to be
cleared by the head office in Chicago, Elaine S I left New York
19.
feeling confident we could distribute with Films Inc. I left
them with a cassette of the film that they were forwarding
to Chicago.
The rest of July and August passed and we heard nothing. By
the end of August I began sending the film to other distributors.
Texture films felt it wasn't right for them, but Lucerne Films was
anxious to carry it. They were a fai#rly new company, had
several good animated films in their catalogue, offered us
25% and agreed to pay for the i n ternega t i ve (Films Inc. would not)
I called Films Inc. and they said that the film had been approved
and they were forwarding a contract. I waited three weeks with
no further word from them. During this time I continued to
negotiate with Lucerne and weighed the advantages. In late
September Films Inc. contract finally arrived. By that time
I had serious doubts as to their enthusiasm about the film.
Lucerne had been eager and prompt in their negotiations.
I called Tom and we decided to sign with Lucerne. Most
important in our thinking was that we felt a small company
could ill afford not to push our film. They would invest
a good deal of money in flyers, preview prints, etc. and
while Films Inc. can sit back and let their catalogue do
the work, Lucerne had salesmen and flyers pushing far
fewer titles.
In November 1979 the film was awarded a Cine Eagle and
Coe Films sold it to Warner Cable Television. Even before
we delivered a print to Lucerne, they sold six prints on
the title alone. Most important of all, without our
solicitation Lucerne offered to finance our next film
and requested us to send them a budget which at the time
of this writing we are actively pursuing.
20
My hopes for The Walrus and The Carpenter, as reflected
in the proposal for this thesis, lie in it being an
experience that would not only teach me a particular craft
but would also provide an opportunity in filmic styling
and visual expression. The success of these opportunities
precipitated one further experience which was at least as
valuable as the first two. In exploring and establishing
myself in an independent filmmaker's marketplace, I
supplemented the tangible and the aesthetic experience of
this work with a very practical one. In synthesis these
areas represent a rewarding conclusion to my formal
cinematic study and an invaluable beginning to my independent
film ca reer .
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SELECTED WORKS
For further information pertaining to clay animation see:
FILMS
Will Vinton and/or Bob Gardner
"Closed Mondays"
"Mountain Music"
"Martin The Cobbler"
"Rip Van Winkle"
"Claymat ion"
"Oregonians for Nuclear Safegame"
"Keep Oregon Livable"
"Sandcastle" - Co Hoedeman, National Film Board of Canada
"Jimmy the C" - Jimmy Picker and Bob Grossman
"At the Movies" - Carl Surgees
"Clay" - El iot Noyes
"Deadend" - Janet Shapero
TEXT
Fellman, Doug. "Twenty Days in Clay", American Cinematographer, April 1978,
PP. 392, 393, 401,416, 417,414,415.
Hood, George. "Dialogue with a Plasticine Sculpt
imator1,' American
Cinematographer, April 1978, pp. 394 - 399.
da Silva, Raul. "The World of Animation", Eastman Kodak Company, 1979.
Beckerman, Howard. "Jimmy Picker Goes to the Movies", Filmmaker's Newsletter,
September 1978, pp. 55 - 56.
